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Crazy Vegas Casino Review 

 

Overview 

 

Players looking to experience some of the most fun filled and exciting games will have a great time at 

Crazy Vegas Casino. Established in 2001, this online casino is an associate of Vegas Partner Lounge that 

has ten online casinos in its network. All ten casinos are popular in the online gambling community. 

eCOGRA - the most strict autonomous regulator for casinos and non profit player advocate online - has 

certified Crazy Vegas Casino with an overall payout percentage of 95% and over.  

 

Game Variety 

 

With more than 550 games to select from, almost all players at Crazy Vegas Casino will be sure to find 

their pick of games. The casino has multiline slot machines where games like Adventure Palace, Glory 

of Rome and Gladiator can be played. Video Poker, Blackjack and Roulette are among the predominant 

games offered here. Crazy Vegas Casino also offers multi player tournaments. The games on offer here 

include some of the biggest online progressive jackpots. 

 

Software and Graphics 

 

Crazy Vegas Casino runs on Microgaming software. The online casino has employed the Viper edition 

of this software. This provides the online casino with brilliant and clear design elements. One aspect 

that sets Crazy Vegas Casino apart from others is its hip and unique style.  

 

Bonuses and Promotions 

 

This online casino is one of the few that runs a number of promotions for its patrons. It currently offers 

a welcome bonus of $3,000. On registering, players can select from two bonus options offered by Crazy 

Vegas Casino. The first is Free Play bonus that grants free 3,000 Euros as online casino currency. The 

second bonus option is a 100% Match Bonus. When players make their initial deposit (of or up to 100 

Euros), the online casino doubles the amount.  

 

Players are automatically added to this online casino’s Loyalty Lounge. Here, they are rewarded with 

loyalty points for every game played. Crazy Vegas Casino has a 15% bonus offer on every deposit made 

subsequent to the initial deposit. However, this is contingent on the electronic money transfer system 

used by the client.  
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VIP System 

 

Players looking for an exclusive VIP program will be disappointed with Crazy Vegas Casino. It has a 

Loyalty System in place of VIP programs commonly featured at most online casinos. Here a patron is 

assisted with earning loyalty points on each bet placed by him/her. The Loyalty System comprises of 

four levels (called lounges), which include blue, silver, gold and platinum. A member gets to the blue 

lounge even when he has no Lounge Points. Subsequently, when he earns 2,500 and 7,500 Lounge 

Points he moves up to the silver and gold lounges respectively.  

 

Financial Security 

 

In addition to having high payouts, Crazy Vegas Casino also has efficient withdrawal features. This is 

made possible with its fast cash-in facilities. Both these aspects ensure that payouts are guaranteed 

quickly and conveniently. Crazy Vegas Casino uses Proc-Cyber Services that provides safety and 

security to players’ e-cash. This online casino’s banking facilities are extended only to Crazy Vegas 

Casino’s Real Players - those who play with real money. 

 

Support 

 

The customer support at Crazy Vegas Casino is warm, cordial and professional. Players are provided 

with personalized service. Also, players can easily transfer comp points earned on real money bets 

from one casino to another on Vegas Partner Lounge’s network. 

 

Crazy Vegas Casino is one of the few online casinos that does not have a VIP program. Regardless of 

this drawback, it has a selection of over 500 games that is sure to cater to the gaming choices of almost 

all who visit the casino.   

 


